
24 March, 2014 R. W. O’Connell

ASTRONOMY 1210

HELPFUL HINTS FOR SECOND MIDTERM (2 April 2014)

The second midterm will be onWednesday, April 2. You will have the full class period (75 minutes) to
complete it.

Coverage: The midterm will cover material concerningscience & technology; the structure of matter,
atoms, and spectroscopy; the systematics and formation of the solar system; exoplanets; and the Earth,
Moon, Mercury, Venus, and Mars (first part)in the lectures and textbook. That is, all lectures from February
24 through March 31; Study Guides 9 through 16 (including Supplements II & III but excepting Guide 14);
and Bennett textbook chapters 7 through 9. (Bennett chapters 5 and 6 were optional reading.) Note that
Study Guide 14 is optional reading and will not be covered on the test.

Emphasis: The emphasis will be more on the lectures than the textbook reading.

Style: This exam will be very similar to the first exam: mainly objective (true/false, multiple choice, fill-in),
with a few brief answer (3-4 sentences) questions. See the “sample questions” for the first exam on the
home page. [I am not posting new “sample questions.” Those were intended to give you a feel for thestyle
of questions I ask, not the content. For hints on content, seebelow and on the reverse.]

You must answer objective parts of the exam on a scantron (bubble) sheet.Be sure to bring a #2 pencil
with you.

Review: There will be a question-answer session covering the material on the exam onTuesday, April 1
at 6 PM in Gilmer 190. Please come prepared with questions.

Things to Study:

The relevantStudy Guidesfrom the course home page and yourlecture notes. You are not responsible
for the material labeled“optional” reading on the Study Guide Index page except to the extent that
it was discussed in class.

Thereading assignments: these are given for each lecture on the corresponding Studyguide.

Key topics on the reverse of this sheet

Things to Ignore:

Numerical valuesof quantities such as Mars’ mass, the exact percentages of different gases in the
planetary atmospheres, and so forth. However, you should befamiliar with the relative scalesof
quantities we have discussed in class. For example: Mars is about half the diameter of the Earth
and has an orbital period about twice the Earth’s. You shouldknow how to put the material into
quantitative perspective.

The“Mathematical Insight” and“Exercises and Problems”sections in the text. Do, however, read
the “Summary of Key Concepts” section.

Tabulated material, such as the detailed planetary data in Table 7.1.

Specific historicaldates, except to be able to place the progress of scientific thoughtinto context.

War of the Worlds(not assigned yet).

Details of the various minor spacecraft missions sent to each planet. But you should know what the
more important missions (e.g. Apollo, Magellan, Kepler) contributed to our astrophysical understand-
ing of ours and other solar systems.

Namesof topological features on the various planets (e.g. Olympus Mons, Aphrodite Terra, ...)
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KEY TOPICS

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
difference & symbiosis examples of conversion & rates
beneficial technologies electromagnetism societal impact
population growth and negative effects of technology

MATTER, FORCES, SPECTROSCOPY
atoms & their constituents types of force
em waves the em spectrum atmospheric windows
spectroscopy: influence of temperature on em spectrum

chemical signatures doppler effect

SOLAR SYSTEM (GENERAL) & EXOPLANETS
systematics: planetary orbital planes & motions

inner vs. outer planets: physical properties
formation: nebular model & how it explains properties
other planetary systems: search techniques results
kepler mission hot jupiters & super-earths

TERRESTRIAL PLANETS
general properties distinction from jovian planets
planetary “configurations” “elongations” & brightness

EARTH
uniqueness atmospheric composition water
age dating methods & timescales sedimentary vs. igneous rocks
internal structure density as composition indicator
internal differentiation seismic waves plate tectonics & effects

MOON
albedo escape of atmosphere apollo missions & importance
surface: impact cratering highlands vs. maria
crater areal density as age indicator
origin surface history late heavy bombardment

MERCURY
surface vs. earth’s moon

VENUS
venus compared to earth phases clouds
us & soviet missions landers magellan/radar mapping
surface features evidence for catastrophic resurfacing
absence of active plate tectonics
atmosphere: characteristics vs. earth’s greenhouse effect

MARS
color & explanation distance from earth/brightness variations
p. lowell & “canals” explanation of canals
terrain: craters, volcanos, valleys, polar caps (compared to earth)
mantle upwelling but no earthlike tectonic activity
evidence for water in past & ice now
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